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ABSTRACT 
Let 1 ~< p < ~x~ and 1/p + 1/q = 1. For a locally finite measure space (X, S,/z) and a measurable 
complex-valued function f ~ L q functions g E L p may be constructed explicitly which satisfy 
f lf(x)g(x)ldl~(X) = (x~. 
x 
Let (X, S,/z) be a measure space with a non-negative measure/z. A well-known 
theorem due to E Riesz [6] asserts that for 1 ~< p < cx~ the dual space of  LP = 
LP(X ,  S,  I z) coincides with L q = Lq(x ,  8 , / z ) ,  where 1/p  + 1/q  = 1 (see, e.g., [2, 
Theorem IV. 15.11, Theorem V.20.20]). The inclusion (L p)t ~ Lq is a consequence 
of the H61der inequality. The inclusion (LP) ' C L q amounts to the assertion: for 
every complex-valued bounded linear functional ~b on L p there exists a measurable 
complex-valued function f on X satisfying 
(1) f lf(x)lq du(x) < oc 
x 
(2) I lf l l~ < c~ i fq  = ~,  
i fq <c~,  
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(3) (b(g) = f f(x)g(x)dlz(X) Vg E L p, 
x 
(4) f lf(x)g(x)ldu(x)<  VgcL  p. 
x 
Still, in general (4) does not yet guarantee (1) or (2), nor is f necessarily uniquely 
defined by (3): suppose there exists a measurable subset Y c X with the property 
that every measurable subset of Y with positive/~-measure, in particular Y itself, 
has measure co. Since every g c L p has to vanish on Y the function f may be 
changed to be positive on Y in case p > 1 or infinite on Y in case p = 1 (and 
consequently violating (1), resp. (2)) without violating (3) and (4). Uniqueness 
(modulo/z) is readily seen to be guaranteed only if the measure space (X, S, #) 
is locally finite, i.e., if every measurable subset with measure oc of X contains a 
measurable subset of finite positive measure. 
In order to simplify the terminology let us agree to write 'measurable function' 
for 'measurable xtended real-valued or complex-valued function'. If the mea- 
surable function f satisfies (4), then (3) defines a linear functional 4} on L p for 
which boundedness i  not immediately evident. Theorem 1 is included to make 
the presentation self-contained. However, the reader should be warned that (1) the 
purpose of this note is to study the solvability of the below-mentioned problem (,), 
i.e., for a given measurable function f q~ L q , to explicitly construct a function 
g E L p violating (4), and (2) in case of a sigma-finite measure space (X, S, Ix) 
the duality between function spaces has been extended considerably, e.g., to Orlicz 
spaces (see, e.g., [1] and, for an overview and further esults [5]). 
Theorem 1. I f  the measurable function f satisfies (4), then the linear functional 4) 
on L p defined by (3) is bounded and 
IIqSl]= sup [IflAIIq<OO. 
Iz(A)<oo 
Conversely, the hypothesis 
(5) sup IlflAIIq < 
/z(A)<eo 
implies (4). 
Proof. For any subset A C X of finite measure/z(A) < co and any n ~ N define 
f (A 'n)(X) :=I f (x) ' IA(X)  otherwise.iflf(x)l<'n' 
The family of pairs ,A = {(A, n): /z(A) < oo, n c N} is directed upwards by 
(A1, nl) -< (A2, n2) <=~ (A1 C A2) /x (nl ~< n2). By H61der's inequality, which is 
sharp [3, IV13.4, IV13.5], the linear functional ~b{A,,) defined by (3) with f{A,n) 
in place of f is bounded and has norm II(O(a,n)II = II/(A.n} Ilq < ec. Since for every 
g E L P we have 
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I¢+A,,,)(g)l <~ f lg(x)f~A,,,,c~)l d (~) 
x 
<. f lg(x)f(x)l d.(x) <
x 
V(A, n) E A, 
by the uniform boundedness principle [3, IV.14.23] we get 




I~(g) l = lim I g(x)f(A,n)(X) dlz(x) <~ Ilgllp sup Ilf(A..)Ilq, A/ j  A 
x 
¢ • (LP) '. 
Furthermore for/z(A) < cx~ we have 
I1¢i1: sup sup flg(x)f(x)id.(x):llfiAIIq 
Ilgllp=l Ilgllp=i 
x A 
~> sup f lg(x)f(A,.)(x)ld.(x) = IIf(A,,,)llq. 
Ilgllp=l a 
x 
On the other hand, we have 
f l  i sup lim II f(A,n)IIq = sup II f(A,n)IIq, I1¢11 = lim . ig(x) f (a , ,u(x) l  dp(x )  <~ 
ilgllp=l A/ J  .AS A 
x 
and consequently 
supllf(A.n)liq ~ sup IlflAliq ~ I1¢11 ~ sup[lflA,nyllq. 
A #(A)<oo A 
Conversely, since the support of every g E L p is sigma-finite, condition (5) implies 
f lg(x)f(~)ld.(x)-- ~up f lg(x)f(x)ld~(~) 
#(A)<~ d 
X A 
~< Ilgllp sup [IflA[lq < cx~. 
p(A)<o<~ 
[] 
Theorem 1 implies that for every measurable function f having the property 
sup flf(x)lqd~<x~:~ i fq<oo,  
/~(A)<o<~ J 
A 
sup [IflAll~=cxD ifq=cx~, 
p(A)<~ 
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there must exist a function g ~ L p such that 
(6) f lf(x)g(x)ld~(x) =~. 
x 
This does not yet actually exhibit a corresponding function g. The main purpose 
of the present Note is to solve the following problem, the solution of which 
also furnishes, in case of a locally finite measure space (X, S, ~), an alternative 
constructive proof of the inclusion mentioned in the title. 
Problem (.). Given a measurable function f q~ L q construct a function g c L p 
satisfying (6). 
As it turns out, the general possibility of such a construction is equivalent to local 
finiteness of the underlying measure space. 
For p > 1, a solution of problem (,)  may be based on the following theorem (the 
idea of the construction goes back to Landau [4]; it has already been used for the 
special case  ( lP )  t C I q in [2], at which time Landau's paper unfortunately was not 
known to the author). 
Theorem 2. Let f be a measurable function on (X, S, #). Let X = U~- I  xk  be 
a partitioning of  X into pairwise disjoint measurable subsets Xg(k c H) and let 
Yk = Ukl  Xl. Let 0 < e < 1/q and suppose 
(7) (s 1 l'q-  k~ f ( t ) lqd lz ( t )  <(x~ Vkc l~.  
Define 
[f(x)lq - t  
g(x) = ( fYk I f  (t)lq d/2(t))l-e 
YxEXk ,  kcH.  
Then g c L p and g satisfies (6). 
Proof. 
k 
f l f (x )g (x ) la~(x)= l im~/  If(x)'q k--,~ (frt [ f  (t)lq dlz(t)) l -e d#(x) 
X = 
If(t)l q d•(t) . S l f ( t ) lq  d.(t) 
r~ 
= [f(t)[qdtz(t  ) I~-~ c~, 
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S DS 'f(x)iq x g(x)Pdtz(x) = (fr~ If(t)lqdltft))P(l-e)dl~(X) 
Df  If(x)lq 
<" (fxk If(t)lq dp(t))p(1-e) dlx(X) 
1-p+pe 
z(fi p(e--I/q) = f(t)lqdrt(t) 
k=l  \Xk 
1 
~<E~ <ec  by (7). [] 
k=l  
The following Theorem 3 characterizes the functions f for which problem (,) is 
solvable. 
Theorem 3. Suppose 1 <. p < oc and let the measurable function f ~ L q on 
( X, S, tx ) be given. The following assertions are equivalent: 
(a) suplx(A)<~ o Il f l A llq = oo, 
(b) problem (*) is solvable. 
Proof. The implication (b) ~ (a) is equivalent to the second assertion of Theo- 
rem 1. It remains to prove the implication (a) ~ (b): 
Let f be a measurable function satisfying condition (a). If f is real-valued and 
the set Y := {x: Ff(x)l = co} contains a subset A of positive finite measure, then 
its indicator function g = 1Z satisfies (6). Otherwise, the integral in (6) is actually 
taken over the set X \ Y. In what follows we may therefore suppose f to be finite 
everywhere. 
(A) Suppose first p > 1. Two cases may be distinguished: 
(A 1) There exists a measurable s t A of finite measure satisfying fA [ f (x) I q dlz (x) 
= ec. Define 
F(s) := {x ~ A: If<x)l ~ sl. 
Then 
F(s) C F(t) fo rs<t ,  
U F(s) = A, 
s>~O 
slirri f If(t)lq d#(t) = ec. 
F(s) 
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Therefore a sequence {Sk}~_-0 C R (so = 0) may be chosen inductively such that the 
subsets 
Xk = F(Sk) \ F(Sk-1) 
satisfy (7). The function g constructed on A as in Theorem 2 and vanishing outside 
of A then satisfies the requirements of the problem. 
(A2) Suppose fA If (x)lq dlz(x) < ee for all measurable sets A of finite measure. 
Let {An},,~=l be an increasing sequence of subsets of X of finite measure such 
that l imn~ fAn If(x)[q dlz(x) = ~.  Then a sequence of sets Xk = An~ \ Ank_ 1 
may be chosen inductively which satisfies (7). The function g constructed on B = 
[,-J~=l Xk = I,_J~_-i A,,k as in Theorem 2 and vanishing outside of B then satisfies (6). 
(B) Suppose now p = 1, q = cx~. Condition (a) implies that inductively a 
subsequence {/k}~_l C N and a corresponding sequence of disjoint measurable sets 
{Xk}~-=l of positive finite measure may be found such that k <~ lk <~ If(x)l < lk+l 
for all x c Xk. Define 
1 for x c Xk, 
g(x) = k~u(Xk) 
0 forx ~ ~J~ ~=1 Xk. 
Straightforward computations e tablish that g 6 L 1 and that g satisfies (6). 
This completes the proof of Theorem 3. [] 
Remark.  In the case p -- ~ ,  q = 1 the construction of a function g ~ L ~ 
satisfying (6) for a given measurable function f ~ L 1 is trivial: let g be the constant 
function with value 1. This does not imply (L~) t C L 1 since (L~) t may contain 
more linear functionals than only those given by finite measures on (X, $) which 
are absolutely continuous with respect to lz (see, e.g., [3, Theorem V.20.35]). 
We may now state the forementioned characterization f measure spaces gener- 
ally admitting a solution of problem (,): 
Theorem 4. Let (X, S, #) be a measure space and let 1 <~ p < ~,  l /p  + 1/q = 1. 
The following assertions are equivalent: 
(a) (X, $, #) is locallyfinite. 
(b) Problem (,) is solvable for eve N measurable function f ~ L q. 
Proof. I f  (X, $, #) is locally finite, then for all measurable functions f on X 
I l f l lq= sup IlflAllq 
/z(A)<~ 
and problem (.) is solvable. If  (X, S, #) is not locally finite, then there exists 
a subset Y C X, all measurable subsets of which with positive measure (and in 
particular Y itself) have measure ~.  As already pointed out in the beginning, e.g., 
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measurable functions which are infinite on Y and vanish outside of  Y do not admit 
any solution of  problem (.) .  [] 
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